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NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF MANTLE CONVECTION ON VENUS; A.M. Leitch, and D.A. 
Yuen, Depament of Geology and Geophysics and Minnesota Supercomputer Institute, University of Min- 
nesota, Minneapolis, MN 55455. 

Our sister planet Venus has a mantle whose probable depth and composition are sisnilap to &rfh9s, but 
an outer surface which is very different The Venerian surface temperature is much hotter (735 K), the crust 
may be considerably thicker (400  km) (1) and the lithosphere may not subduct (2). It has been suggested (3) 
that a rigid lithosphere will slow &wn the loss of primordial and dogenic  heat from the inmior, and hence 
lead to higher mantle temperatures. Using numerical simulations, we have attempted to quantify the tempera- 
ture rise due to a rigid outer boundary and to investigate the intluence of higher interior tempetatures on'the 
flow structure of the mantle. 

The simulations were canied out using an axisymrnetric, spherical shell, finite-element model of anelsas- 
tic, compressible convection (4), with an even distribution of htemal heating. We used between 500 and 1800 
cubic elements and continued the simulations for at least 10 overtum Dimes or until the interior temperature 
stabilized. The boundary conditions were free slip, constant temperature at the me-mantle boundary (CMB) 
and no-slip (rigid), constant temperature at the d a c e .  The model uses constant theamal conductivity k and 
constant, newtonian viscosity p. Depth varying density p and thermal expansivity a (5) gave an average W- 
pation number D of 025. The use of an axisymmetric code allowed us to take into account the infiuemce of 
spherical geometry. A fully three-dimensional code is computationally too expensive for examining the large 
parameter space of this problem. 

The results of the simulations depended on three ~ponsnr parameters: l e  Rayleigh numbs Ra; the 
internal heating parameter R ; and To, the normalized temperature at the base of the lithosphere. Definitions of 
these are shown in Table 2, based on the properties given in Table 1. In general, Earth-like paperties were 
assumed, including chondritic quantities of heat-producing elements. The viscosities used were 3 to 30 times 
less than that of the terremial mid-mantle. 

TABLE 1. Roperties of Venus 

Symbol variable value 
d depth 2.8x106m TABLE 2. Model parameters 

k thermal conductivity 6 w rn- '~- '  
H heat production 4 - 5 x 1 ~ ' ~  w kg-' symbol definition range 
B thermal expansivity 2 x 1 0 ~  K-' 13 agd lc, 0.25 
K thermal diffusivity 1 . 5 ~ 1 0 6 m ~ - ~  R p ~ d  ?lk AT 5-20 
P viscosity 1-10x10~~ pa s Ra pgaATd31p~ 2><10~-6x10~ 
P density 4.3xld kg m-3 To TEPII /AT 0.4-1.0 

Tu lith. base temp. 1 5 x l d  K 
TcMB CMB temp. 3 5 x 1 0 ~  K 
AT Tcm -Tm 1 . 5 - 3 5 ~ 1 d ~  

The dramatic influence that a rigid surface condition has on the inbemal temperature is illustrated in 
Table 3, which shows the volume averaged normalized temperatures (T- = (T-Tw)lAT) of the runs as a 
function of Ra, R and To. The first column shows results for a free surface (Earth). To = 0 2  is based on an 
effective surface temperature of 600 K and TCMB of 3500 K. To = 0 2  is shown for a rigid lid for com- 
parison, although this is not a realistic value of To far Venus. (It would s-equh Tm equal to the surface tem- 
perature or TCMB of 9000 K), It is seen that the rigid lid raises the temperature by about O.lxAT, which is 
abut  200 K This is the about the same rise in temperature genexated by chondritic quantities of i n t e d  
heating. 

Temperature and velocity fields demonstrate that the reduced heat transfer k due to the sluggish flow 
both horizontally &d vertically near the top boundary. Cold plumes from the upper boundary are broader at 
their starting points and penetrate less deeply into the mantle. 
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A rise in temperature will reduce the viscosity and increase Ra. For a mantle heated internally by 
radiogenic elements or primordial heat, this will lead to a reduction in temperature, as seen by comparing the 
results for the different Rayleigh numbers. The change in viscosity wiil depend on the temperature and rheol- 
ogy (6). and may be less far Venus than for Earth if Venus has lower concentrations of FeO and H20 (2). 

To of 0.6 and 1.0 correspond to TCMB of 4000 K and 3000 K respectively. For temperatures lower than 
3000 K, the core would not be completely molten (7). A large To leads to a strong adiabatic gradient in the 
interior, reducing the temperature drop across the boundary layers and leading to greater dissipation of heat in 
up-flowing and down-flowing mantie plumes. Table 3 shows that the average normalized temperature 
increases about 0.04 as To increases from 0.2 to 1.0, but because the interior gradient also increases the tern- 
peram change near the CMB is much greater than this. 

Temperature and velocity fields for large To show that for significant internal heating upflowing hot 
plumes are weak features that cannot penetrate the depth of the mantle. It is pointed out here that our model 
does not include primordiai heat and thus the effects noted are for lower bounds in temperature. 

Higher interior temperatures are expected on Venus than on Earth due to the hot surface temperature and 
rigid lithosphere. In addition, a larger value of To and leads to steeper adiabatic gradients and thus relatively 
higher temperatures near the CMB. These effects weaken hot upflowing plumes and thus make a deep origin 
for "hot-spot" volcanism on Venus more problematic. 

TABLE 3. Normalized temperature T,, for free and rigid surface conditions 

free rigid rigid rigid 
To = 0.2 To = 0.2 To = 0.6 To = 1.0 
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